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SCOPE:
1,, To brij*ng out the detailed planning and coordination

necessary to accomplish a night operation.

2. The importance of' a thorough reconnaissance to:

a . Gai-n accurate and preci-se information of the location,
strength, d ispos itions and habits of the enemy.,

b. Verify the nature of the terrain to be traversed.
Locate the -exact position and effectiveness of' natural
and artificial obstacles.
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NT(C{T OPERATIONS

Night operations have been employed by miar Tylaesfrcnuis

but they have never been used as frequently as daylight operations. In the

past, maximum use of concealmaent of darkness have been made to shift

reserves, relieve units in contact, and-for general reorganization. However,

the advantages of 'night operations over the same operations conducted during

daylight have not been fully utilized.

Detailead planning, daring, and the unorthodox are the keynotes of a

successful night operation. These were exemplified by, Qeneral Washington

at Trenton on the night of 24-25 December 1776:

"General WJashington, wiith 2.,400 men, crossed the Delaware at
night to deliver a surprise attack on the roistering Germans under
command., "of Colonel RahI occupying Trenton. The crossing and sub-"
sequent attack was successful in that -40- enemy, were kiled, roughly
1.,000 prisoners taken, and the American loss was two killed and
three wounded. This was. a master. stroke, and like most great. muil
tary -coups, it was economical. of lives .and material."

Also by Napoleon at W1agram in I80OV:

"Under the cover of 150 heavy guns, Napoleon forced a crossing of
the Danube during, darkness. At _nine in the evening of July 4, 1S09,
the artillery opened on Aspern and Ersling, and 2,50geaieslne
opposite Enzersdorf and stormed that -village. A, temnpest was raging.
The bridges were laid; and by nine inth morni-ng, three corps were in
line on a 6.,000-yard front facing northea4st. The Austrian Army -was
hastily formed on a new front. Napoleon's second crossing of the
Danube challenges coneparison w1,tith all passages of rivers in the face of
a powerful enemy.", 2

The lack of detailed planning and informatioft of the enemy's organi-

zation and dispositions will invariably result in failure. An excellent

example of this is the attack made by General Longstreet on General Hooker
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at Wauhatchie, Tennessee during the Civil W'ar:

"Onthe nighit of the-28-29'October 1863, Longetreet made a night
attack on Hooker at Wauhatchie which w--as easily repulsed. The Federals
were assisted by thieir mules which took fright and stampeded toward
the enemy, who in their turn broke and fled, imagining that a cavalry
charge was upon them. BY 4 -AS14. on the 29th the battle was over, and
the 'Cracker Line' was never again disturbed." ,3

Prior to the birth of the-infantry-tank team, the use of stealth in

nig ht operations, especially in the night attack, was stressed.- With the

addition of speed, fire power, armor protection, and shock action of the

tank, stealth gave way to aggressiveness. This loss of secrecy justifies

firing an artillery preparation prior to the attack at night. Since the use

of fanks to support infantry -in a n-ight operation is somewhat dependent upon

the."hature of -the terrain to be traversed, the use of stealth must still be.

depended upon i-n certain situations. A great majority of night operations

conducted by units in the Pacific Theatre were characterized by secrecy and

stealth. This was particularly true prior to the Philippi-nes Campaign.

"Opera--tions in the Philippines have-presented a more normal picture
as conceived by1, train-ing doctrine, resulting in a marked increase in
our employment of -troops at night. TIhis transition to offensive night
activity can be attributed to the following factors:

1. Open terrain, not detisely wvooded,' affording a relatively good
road net and our first opportunity for long range observation.

2. Dry weather, Which has greatly enhanced mobility of troops
and vehicles.

3. Existence of better maps and improved aerial photography, due.
mainly to the lack of heavy jungle growth.

4., Availability of excellent guerr-illa guides.
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6. Occasi"ona-l inadequate Preparation by the enemy for-defense
against night attack. (Inaccurate and uncoordinated-fire, loss of
control,- poor communications and insufficient security)..",4

It is my belief that the fpllowing statement 'made by a platoon sergeant.-

during the Philipp ines Campaign refle cted the thoughts of the maj ority of

combat troops who participated in the island-hopping campaign of the South-

we-st Pacific Area:

"The 33rd Infantry Division had Baguio as Its final obj"ective,
said a platoon sergeant from the, 123rd Infantry Regiment. "Late in
February 1945, we captured-a Japanese document which stated that
American troops were daylight fighters, and that 'vie invariably stopped
our tactical a-ctivities and dug-in each night before darkness. In
some ways this was true, for we always did have a reluctance -for night
movem-rent in the jungle,, but the Japanese didn'It f igure that the ma in
r6ason wie sat tight was because we could catch mnore of them that way.
Up here in Luzon the terrain and situation were different. All we
needed was a good set-up." 5

An excellent example-of how an infantry battalion (reinforced) made use

of the "set-up" was-demonstrated by a bCattalion of the 130th InfantryReg-

Iient, during the night of 18-19 March, 1945. During the night the 1st
BtaIon 130th Infantry Regiment (reinforced), was'motorizedanmoe

under concealment of darkness nine mliles to captuf~e the town of Bauang and

the tactically irpqrtant Bauang bridges to the south. Th e operation consist-

'ed of a motor -march to within 4,000 yards of the objective, a lightly defended

river crossing, and an attack of an enemy-held town and the high ground to

the northeast and east overlooking the town and'bridges. The two 500-foot

4. Pacific Warfare Board Report, "Night Operations Against the Japanese",
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steel and concrete bridges were found-prepared'for demolition with picric

acid and explosive similar to composition "Ce'. Two 200-pound aerial bombs

were also found wired to the north bridge.

Daring the period when the Sixth Army was attacking south, east, and

north out of the Central Luzon Plain, I Corps had as part of its mission the

capture 'of the Cagayen Valley and the approaches thereto. The 33rd Infantry

Division with its left on the Lingayen Gulf-coast, and its right on the Agno

River, had as i.ts mission the capture-of Bagujo.0

Intelligence reports stated that the enemy was evacuating $cln Fernando

(north), moving south along the coastal highway to Bauang, then east to

Baguio. The 1st Battalion4f 130th Infantry Regdient (then at Aringay) was

ordered to capture Bauang,, seize the two bridges to the south (intact), and

the high ground to the- northeast and east overlooking the town; thereby

blocking the only escape route then open to the enemy for his evacuation of

San Fernando and vicinity.

The battalion commander was given ample time in which to plan the oper-

ation. Supporting units were imediately made available. These were:

Cannon Company, 130th Infantry Regiment

One platoon,, 33rd Infantry Division, Reconnaissance Troop.

One platoon, Company A, 775th Tank Battalion (attached)

1st platoon, Company C, 108th Engineer Battalion (combat)(attached).-

RECONNAISSANCE

* The battalion commander ordered a reconnaissance party consisting of
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*enemy'positions guarding the bridges-, locate any securi.ty. elements the enemy

may have south of the river, and determine., if possible,, the time'of ebb-tide

(seizing the bridges. intact necessitated having elemients of the battalion

cross the river by fording in order to reach assaulting positions), since

this time would be an important factor in determining the time of attack.

To accomplish this, it was necessary for the reconnaissance.party to-remain

in the vicinity of the bridge on the south side of the river for two nights

and one day. During this tine they were -forced to move t'qtnlyt vi

cbeing discovered by enemy patrols. Also, it-was discovtered that during the

first night there was very.little activity in the town, but during the second

night there was considerable activity in the town; and between 2400 hours and

0400 hours an estimated 300-400 troops entered the town from the north*. This

corroborated information rcivdfom aoa "l inhabfla~iItU saedta

every other night there were "many soldiers-in town." Further ground recon-

naissance was forbidden. Howebver, nara ecnasac-wsmd ythe

battalion commander, heavy weapons company commander, and the three rifle

company commnrarder s The aerial reconnaissance proved to be very helpful,

especially for the rifle company commanders, who were 'assigned sec tors of

the town to clear, and portions. of the high ground beyond the town, as their

objectives.&

PLAN OFATTACK

Upon completion of the reconnaissance it was found that very few changes
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l8th,, hoping to find the objective defended only by its designated troops,

which wais estimated to be company strength,, supported by two tanks.

Since seizing the bridges intact depended upon surprise,, secrecy, and

stealth; only the foot elements of the battalion were moved into the assem-

bly area. The remainder of the battalion (vehicles) and attached unit's

vehicles wvere to-remain in the rear. assembly area (Aringay) and arrive 'in w

vicinity of the crossing site on a time schedule.

The march froma the assembly area to the attack position had to be made.

in singlfiears rice pdies (very uneven ground, difficult marching

even in daylight.-)-The plan called for Company A, Battalion headquarters

(command group), heavy weapons company, engineer platoon, Company C,

Battalion headquar .ters company () and Company B in that order. Upon

arrival in the attack position the-heavy weapons were placdd in position to

support the crossing and assault of the town.

The crossing was to be made at wo different points about 300 yards

apart.. The plan was for Company A to cross at point "A"l and take up posi-m

tions to cover the crossing of the assault companies, and protect the left

flank and rear of-L the assault echelon during the assault of the battalion

objective.- Company C,, the left assault company, was to cros-s at Point "A"l

fifteen minutes after company A had cleared the--near (south) bank, Company B,

the right assault company., followied by battalion headquarters commiand group

wab to cross at point "B" simultaneously wvith Company C. Both assault
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(after ascertaining there were no trip wires to set off-the demolitio.n) and

move along the west side of the road embankment to the'south end of bridge,

No. 2. They were to place a section of machine guns in position to cover

the far side of the r'iver and suspected enemy positions along the far bank

protecting the bridge. A team of three mnen for each bridge wvere to disarm

and remove the demolition. The movement of the engineer platoon was to,

start thirty minutes after the two assault companies started to cross the

south fork of the river, allowing thirty minutes for' the engineers to get

in posi3tion. This-would give the assault companies one hour to cross the

river and get Jinto position to launch the assault. This was based on the

assumption that the rifle cornpariie6 would gain the far bank undetected.

(See Figure 1.)

The reconnaissance platoon (wjith MS scout cars) was to precede the

motor column by five minutes from the present assembly area (Aringay) to

the new assembly area; thereafter to protect the rear and right flank of

the battalion by keeping the road from- Caba to the Bauang River open. Also,

to be prepared to cross the bridges on order, and with one section of light

tanks reconnoiter highway No.9 as far east as Naguilian. (See Figure 2.)

The light tank platoon -was to arrive at the river at H + 100, be

prepared to cross the-bridges on order, and go-into positions' Initially to

block the highway to the north (under the supervision of the reserve company

commander). ,(See Figuire 2.)
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by firing direct fire on targets of opportunity, and to neutralize several.

caves on that company's final objective,with openings facing the river.

Also, to be prepared, to cross the bridges on order;, and with a rifle -platoon

fr om the reserve ccnmpany, clear. the- coastal hi ghwa y north as far as Paringoo.

(See Figure 2.)

The cannon company (w )i(wit 105 mm howitzer S/i') wap to support the

attack by indirect fire, under supervision of the direct support' artillery

battalion commande'r. This gave -the infantry battalion and equivalent of

four batteries of artillery in direct-support. The battalion of -artillery

plus-cannon company C)wst oeit oition under concealment of

da-rkness and be ready to support the attack by H hour. (See Figure 2.).

Communication on the neat side of the river would not-present any

problem, except that communications with regiment would not 'b&estbithed

until after the assault was launched., because of the necessity of radio

silence and the inadvisability of attempting to lay wire across country at

night., Prior to -the assault the use, of messengers would be the only means

used. The signals to launch the assault were:

1. Pyrotechnic (green star cluster), to-be fired by the engineer

platoon leader to signify t'hat the demolitions had been disarmed.

2., Enemy fire on the engineers while disarming or removing the demoli-

tions. These signals were also used to bring fires of the battalon heavy

weapons to bear on their assigned target areas. (The target areas and initia
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were very clear,-and accurate.)

The time of' attack presented the greatest -problem for the, battalion

commander. The success-of the operation depended upon two factors:6

I.The degree of success of the-engineers in accomplishing their

mission6

2. The ability of.-the rifle companies to g~in the far side of the

river and get into assault positions undetected.,

The battalioon 5-2 wsith the a'sistance of the- guejrt*illa -guide and two

local inhabitants determined that both forks of the river, though approxi-

Ma tely 460yards in width, could be forded by the 'average height man at.

waist depth-at-this season of the year. The distancea to be traveled anhd.

the nature-of the terrain to be traversed by the assault companies made an

attack during the-early hours of darkness impracetical. The battalion

commander -reasoned that if the bridges-were to be seized intact,-it would

be necessary to assault the town priLor to daylight. With daylight at

approximately 0500i it was decided to cross the line of departure (near bank

of river) at 0315. This should put the assauilt companies i5n position approxi-m

mately thirty minutes-prior to daylight. This should also give-the engineer

platoon'time to disarm the demolitions. Writh these two factors-in mind, the

preceding plan was adopted.

CONDU'CT*OF THE 0PERATION

The. approach march was conducted without incident. and was -undetected



yards south of -the river., It. was -then necessary to. change -the route to the

attack position to avoid detection by the-enemy warning post. This-was done

with little loss of time, and a detail from the heavy'weapons company took

care of the enemy group after it was too late to give -any warning6*

The rifle companies reached the far bank undetected., moving-between the

enemy positions guarding the north end of the bridges and a suspected posi-te

tion approximately 1,000 yards west ofP the bridges. This latter position

was fund o bePrepared but unoccupied.. The two-assault companies were i

position by 0430. The heavy weapons, having been placed in position upon

arrival in the attack position, were ready to deliver their supporting fires

by 034.5.

The engineer platoon, having discovered no trip wires on bridge No6*I,

began infiltrating across at the prescribed. time. The~y succeeded in getting

the section of machine guns in position to cover disarming and removal-of

the demolitions. The demolitions had been disarmed, and the three-man team

was in the process of removing one of the aerial bombs when the enemy sud-M

denly decided something was amiss and betan spraying the bridges wlith machine

gun fire from positions in the near edge of town. This wvas-the signal every-

body had hoped would not be given, but had expected. -'The exact "locations of

the enemy weapons covering the bridges were easily-picked up. They were

momentarily-silenced by our heavy machine guns located on the south bank of

the river, firing at a range of approximtely 1,200 yrards. This fire was not

veryeffctiv, ad te enmy pend fie aain Howver bythistimTth



those particular positions which allowed the engineers to withdraw across

the river.,

The assault was launched upon signal and the -assaulting companies'

overran the surprised arni disorganized enemy; and shortly after dawn, the

town and two bridges (intact) were in our hands. While the enemy was still

demoralized, the-attack continued against the high ground commanding the

town.. The objective of the right company was honey-combed with caves,

giigth nm mxmmprotection and excellent fields of mutually support-*

ing fire.- It was necessary to S'eaY up each cave entrance. With direct

105 mm cannon Lire from the right flank, and assistance by fire from the left

comptny (which had gained its objective with~little resisac) h sal

teams (a flame thrower team,' demolition team, automatic rifle team,. and

several riflemen),wer'e able to work their way up to each cave entrance and

completely destroy the occupants. This was a vety slow process, and it was

not until 1000 that this objective was secured.

The reconnaissance platoon, assigned the mission of reconnoitering

the road'east as far as Naguilian, was augmented by a platoon of infantry,

one section of light tanks, and an artiflery forward observer. The cannon

and inf'antry platoon, assigned the Mission of clearing the coastal'highway

leading to the north, was not changed. 'These two groups pushed out shortly'

after 1000 on the 18th and, encountering smalli'isolated groups of enemy,

completed their missions by-nightfall.-

-n 11 a-



move by a reinforced battalion in single file, and the accompanying maneuver

which included crossin*g a stream approximately 400 yards wride to secure the

two bridges, the enemy was surprised. The extent'of the success of this

ni~ght operation is reflected in the -casualty totals for the battle. Enemy

casualties were 284 killed, one captured. Our casualties were three killed,

three wounded.

CONCLUSIONS

16. A well-planned night operation is less costly in lives, equipment,'

supplies, and time than are--similar daylight-operations.

2. Terrain is one of the most important factors affecting the siOccess

of night operations.-

3. Valuable information of enemy strength, dispositions,, and habits

can be obtained by the.empld'mnt of night reconnaissance parti~est4

4. Ftiendly activity, both day and night, must be carefully planned

and strictly controlled to avoid tipping your hand to the enemy.,

5.Thorough re'connaissance, detailed planning, and thorough. br ief ing

of all leaders are essential. Reconnaissance will often be Limited to a

*study of the map or an aerial photograph, or to a long-range visual reconam

*naissance from an observation post. The value of an aerial reconnaissance

by as many of the subordinate leaders as possible, mast not be overlooked.

6. Training doctrine, as presently taught, is sound; and field manuals

and other training material on night op erations adequately cover the subject.,

su 12a-



a. The plan for the defense of the objective, to inMclude pa trolling
forward of the objective after capture, must be worked-out in detail before

theatack Te wowhat, where, when, and how canobeiord Defen-

sive fires must be planned to box in the objective in the event of a couinter-

attack*

9.Maneuvers should be avoided if possible; however, with detailed

planning, thorough briefing, and a dependable communication system., plus

strong leaders and a few resolute and determained maen In the lead, the usu-al

fLire and maneuver can be successfully employed.

10O. Orders mhust be simple,, concise, and absolutely clear. All leaders

must know the objective, direction of attack, oraioneatmsin

signal for assault, action in case the enemy is not surprised, location of

rallyirg points, action upon carrying the position.$ and means of identify-

ing friendly troops.*

11. All troops should be thoroughly trained in all-aspects of night

combat. In the future, we may expect night operations to be as commonplace

as day operations. Therefore, in order to be able to succ essfully employ

the technique of night combat, we must emphasize night operations in out

future training programs. It is desirable that, in any future conflicet, we

have units as thoroughly trained in night combat as in c ombat by day. To

accomplish this, troops must train many hours under blackout conditions§ and

must Participate in all possible combinations of combine~d arms in night oper-M

-m 13 O-
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tion in. night operations. 'Tvery man in combat., whether he be a combat

soldier in the fronit lines or a member of a service unit in the' rear-. areas,

must "be trained and mentally prepared for night operations,." "Everyone

must be imressed with the fact that, f irst ofI all, he is a soldier" 7 and as

such, he must have the necessary training and intestinal fortitude to pick

up a weapbn of destruction and close with the enemy and capture or destroy

him.

12. Finally, as in most successful operations, Simplicity is the key-

note.

6. USAFFE Board Report No. 230 B, 9 June '45.

7. Tid.
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MLTARY MOWO(GRAPH

TIThE: Night Operations

SCOFE:
1# To bring out the detailed plannin and coordination

necessary to accomlih a night operation.

2. The imortance of a thorought reconnaissance to:

a. Gain accurate and precise information of the location,
strength, dispositions and habits of the enemy.

b. Verify the nature of the terrain to be traversed.,
Locate the exact position and effectiveness of' natural
and artificial obstacles.
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NIGHT OPERTItIS

Night oprations have been eiplcyed by military leaders for centuries

but they have never'been used as frequently as daylight operations. In the

past, Maxma use of conceaLment of darkness have been mad. to shift

reserves, relieve units in contact, and for general reorganisation. However,

the advantages of night operations over the samw. operations conducted during

daylight haes not been fully utilsed.

Detailed planning, daring, and the unorthodoK are the keynotes of a

successful night operation. These were exemplified by General Washington

at fronton on the night of 24-25 December 1776t

"General Washington, with 2.,400 ami crossed the Delaware at
nightt to deliver a surprise attack on the roistering Germns under
comnandiof Colonel Iahi occupying Trenton. The crossing and sub-o
sequent attaek was successful in that 40 eneay were kled, 'roughly
1,000 prisoners taken, and the American loss was two killed and
three wounded, This was a master stroke, and like most great mili-w
tary coups, it was economical of lives and material." I

Also by Nappoon it WagsOA in 18091

"Under the corer of 150 heavy guns,, Napoleon forced a crossing of
the Danube during darknesns. At nine in the evening of July 4j, 1809.,
the artiler=pee on Aspern and Eraling,, and 2,,500 -grenadiers landed.
opposite Ensersdtrf and stormed that village. A tempest was raging.
The bridges were USA; and by nine in the morning, three corps were in
line on a 6,000ard front facin northeast. The Autrian Arqy was
hastily formed on a new front. Napoleon t s second crossing of the
Danube challenges ecuarison with all passages of rivers in the face of
a poweful enemy.,

The lack'of detailed planning and information of the enemy's organism

cation and dispositions willinvariably result in failure. An excellent

examle of this is the attsek usdo by General Longatreet on General Hooker



at W1auhatchie, Tennessee daring the Civil ;ar t

"On the night of the 28-w29 October 1863, Longatreet made a night
attack on Hooker at Wtauhatchie which wast easily repulsed. The Federals
were assisted by. their mules which took fright and-stampeded toward
the eneq, who in their turn broke and fled,imgining that a cavalry
charge was upon them. By 4 Ad!.* on the 29th the battle was over, and
the *Oracker Line'I was never again disturbed.* 3

Prior to the birth of the inantry-tank team, the use of stealth in

night operation., especially in the night attack, was stressed. W1ith the

addition of speedp fire power, armor protection, and shock action of the

tank,, stealth gave way to aggressiveness. This loss of secrecy justifies

firing an artilery preparation prior to the attack at night. Sine the use

of tanks to support infantry in a night operation is somewhat dependent upon

the nature of the terrain to be traversed, the use .of stealth rmust stil be

depended upon in certain situations. A great majority of night operations

conducted by units in the Pacific Theatre were eharacterised by secrecy and

stealth. This was particularly true prior to the Philippines Campaign.

"Operations in the Philippines have presented a more normal picture
as conceived by training doctrine, resulting in a marked increase in
our emplomen of troop. at night., This transition to offensive night
activity can be attributed-to the following factors$S

I.Open terrain, not densely wooded, affording a relatively good
road net and our first opport&unity for long range obuervation.

2. Dry weather, which has greatly enhanced mobility of troop.
and vehicles.

3. ltd~tence of better maps and improved aerial photography,, due
mainly to the lack of heavy jungle growth.

4, Availability of enellent guerril guides.
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*6. Occasional inadequate preparation by the enemy for defense
against night attack. (Inaccurate and uncoordinated fire, loss of
control,, poor communications and insufficient security).' 4

It igs my belief that the foflowin statement made by a platoon sergeant

during the Philippines Campaign reflected'the thoughts of the majority of

combat troops who participated in the island'shopping campaign of the South-*

west Pacific Area:.

"The 33rd Infantry Division had Baguio as it. final objective,,"
said a platoon sergeant from the 123rd Infantry Regiment. "Late in
February 1945, we captured a Japanese document which stated that
American troops were diylight fighters, and that we invariably stopped
our tactical activities and dug-min each night before darkness. In
some ways this was true, for we always did- have a reluctance for night
movtsnt in the jungle., but the Japanese didn't figure that the main
reason we sat tight-waS because we could catch more of them that way.
Up here in Luon the terrain and situation were different. All we
needed was a good set-up." 5

An excellentexpl of how an infantry battalion (reinforced) made use

of the "set-up" was demonstrated by a battalion of the -130th Infantry Reg-.1

kmentp, during the night of 18-19 March, 1945. During the night the lot

Battalion,, 130th Inantry Regiment (reinforced), was motorized and moved

under concealment of darkness nine mies to capture the town of IBauang and

the tactically important Baulang bridges to the south. The operation consist..

ed of a motor march to within 4,000 yards of the objective,, a lightly defended

river crossing, and an attack of an enenyW-held town and the high ground to

the northeast and east10 overlooking the town and bridges. The two 500-ofoot

4. Pacific Ub',Irfare Board Report, "Night Operations Against the Japanese",

A'D-9, 2 -Sep. '45.
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steel nnd concrete bridges were found prepared for demolition with picric

acid and explosive sirillar to composition "0C,. Two 0200pound aerial bomabs

were also found wired to the north bridge.
Duzrinsg tho period ;ien the Sixt rywsatcigsuh at

north out or the Central Luzton Plain, I Corps had as part of7 its mission the

capture of the Cagayen Valley rnd4 the approaches thereto. The 33rd Infantry

Division with its loft on the Lingayen Gulf coast,9 and its right on the Ag no

f1lyer, had as its mission the capture of JBaguio.
Inte lgence reports stated that the enemy was evacuating San Fernando

(north), moving south ailong the coastal highway to flawing, then east to

BaPxio. The let Dattalion, 130th Infantry Regirwot (then at Aringay) was

ordered to eapture flauing, seize the two bridges to the south (intact), andi

the high ground to the northeast ~derast overlooking the town; thereby

blocking tire onlyesoape route than open to the enemy for his evacuation of

San Fernando sact viainty.

The battalion caaer was given ample t Imin which to plan the oper-o

ation. Supporting units nwere datl made available. These we:

Cannon Company,. 130thInfantry Regien

One platoon, 33rd Infantry Division, Reconnaissanoe Troop

One platoonj, Company As 775th Tank Battalion (attached)
lst platoon, Company 0,. 108th Engineer Battalon (ca t) (attached).

The battalion ccxiunxer ordered a reconnaissance party consieting of
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enerny positions guarding the bridges, locate any security elements the eneuW

may h~n.ve south of the river, and determine, if possible, the time of ebb-etide

(seizing the bridges intact necessitated having elements of the battalion

cross the river by fording in order to reach assaulting positions),. since

this time would be an iLmportant factor in determining the time of attack.

To accomplish this, it was rccessary for -the reconnaissance party to remain

in the vicinity of the bridge on the south side of the river for two nights

*nd one day. During this tim they were forced to move frequently to avoid

being discovered by enemy patrols. Also, it was discovered that during the

first night there was very little activity in the town,, but during the second

night there was -considerable activity in the town; and between 2400 hours and

0400 hours an estimated 300s6400 troops entered the town from the north. This

corroborated information received from a local inhabitant who stated that

every other night there were "many soldiers in town." Further ground recon-w

naissance was forbidden. However, an aerial reconnaissance was moade by the

battalion cotunander, heavy weapons company ccm-rnaner, and the three rifle

company couane rs, The aerial reconnaisisance proved to be very helpful,

especially for the rifle company commanders, who were assigned isectors of

the town to clear, and portions of the high ground beyond the town, as their

objectives.

PLA"N OF ATTACK

Upon completion of the reconnaisaance it was found that very few changes
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lfth, hoping to find the-objective defended only b3y its designated troops,o

which was estima ted to be ccpany strength, supported-by two tanks.

Since seising the bridges Intact depended Upon surprise, screcy,, and

stealthj onlyv the toot elements of the battalion wee oved into the ase-

bly area. The remainder of the battalion (vehicles) and attached unit's

vehicles were to remain in tiw rear assembly area (Aringay) and arrive in

vicinity of the crossing site on a time schedule.

The arch from the assembly ares to the attack position had to be made

in single file across rice paddies (very unevn ground, difficult marching.

even -in daylight.) The plan called for Camany Ao Battalion headquarters

(ommuand group), heavy weapons oupany, engineer platoon, Company 0,

Battalion headquarters conpany (-), and COWWan B in that order, Upon

arrival In the attack position the heavy weapons were placed in position t6

support the crossing and assault of the town.

The crossing was to be made at two differet points about 3OO yards

apart.o The plan was for Company A to cross at point "A"' and take up poei-

0 tions to cover the crossing of the assault c pas and protect the left,

flank and rear of the assault echelon during the assasult of the battalion

objective.w Company C, the left assault company, was to cross at point "A"

fifteen minutes after company A had cleared the near (south) bank. Coqpany B,

the right assault company, follmve4wd by battalion headquarters command group

was to cross at point "B" sinultaneously with, Company Co Both assault

companies were to take up positions, then assault their respective pbjectives

on signal. the engineer platoon. was to infiltrate across bridge No. 1
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(after ascertainng there were no trip wires to set off the demolition) and

moves along the wiest side otf the road embankmnt to the south end of bridge

No. 2. They were to place a section of machine guns in position to cover

the far side of the river and suspected erenW positions alongr the far bank

protectingr the bridge. A team of three men for each bridge were to disarim

arnd remove the demolition. The movement of the engineer platoon was to

start thirty minutes after the two assault companies started to cross the

south fork of the river, allowing thirt minutes -for the engineers to get

in josition. This would give the assault companies one hour to cross the

river and get into position to launch the assault. This was based on the

assumption that the rifle companieis would gain the far bank undetected.

(See Figure 1.)

The reconnaissance platoon (with M18 scout oars) was to precede the

motor coluimn by five minutes from the present assembly area (Aringay) to

the new assembly area; thereafter to protect the rear and right flank of

the battalion by keeping the rood from Caba to the Esuang River open. Also,

to be prepared to cross the bridges on order,, and with one section of light

tanks reconnoiter highway No. 9 as far east as Naguilian. (See Figure 2.)

The light tank platoon was to arrive at the river at H + 100, be

prepared to cross the bridges on order, and go into positions initially to

block the highway to the north (under the supervision of the reserve company

commander). (see Figure 2.)
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by firing direct fire on tirgets of opportunity, aind to neutralize severa'l

aves on that company's final objective, with openings tacing the river.

Aiso, to be prepared to cross the bridges on order; and with a rifle platoon

from the reserve canpavq clear the coastal hienay north as far as Paringoo.

(See Figure 2.

The cannon comny rw(-)(with 105 ms haditcwr s/P) was to support the

attack by indirect fire., under supervision of the direct support artifery

b At-A-lion comw.rvlor This gave the infantry baittalion and equivealent of

four batteries of artilr in direct support. The battalion of artillery

plus cannon company (4m) was to move into position under concealment of

darkniess and be ready to support the attack by H hour, (See Figure 2.)

Ccnauniation on the near aide of the river would not prsent any

problem, except that ccvrnnioatiots with regiment would not be-established

until after the assault was Launched, because of the necessity of radio

silence and the inadvisability of attempting to lay wire across country at

night. Prior to the assault'the use of messengers would be the only weanis

used. The signals to launch the assault were:

1. Pyrotechnic (green star cluster), to be fired by the engineer

pla-toon leader to signfy that the dmltons had been disarimud.

2.% Ernzrc fire on the engineers$whil disarming or remving thedeoi

tions. Those signals we-r,-e also used to bring fires of the battalion heavy

epna to bear on their assigned target areas. (The target areas and intial

fiin dtafr ot teMr tars ad%hebavmacine o'krgu imns wre deerine
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were very clear and accurate.)

The time of attack presented the greatest problem for the battalion

commander. The success of the operation depended upon two factors

le The degree of success of the engineers in accomplishing their

mission.

2. The abilty of t he rifl companies to gain the far side of the

river and get into assault Positions undetected.

The battalion 3-2 with the assistance of the guerril guide and two

local inhabitants determined that both, forks of the river, though approxi-

mately 400 yards in width,. could be forded by the average height man at

waist depth at this season of the year. The distance to be traveled and

the nature of the terrain to be traversed by the assault companies made an

attack during the early hours of darkness impractical. The battalion

cossander reasoned that if the bridges were to be seised intact,, it would

be necessary to assault the town prior to daylight. With daylight at

approximately 0500, it was decided to cross the line of departure (near bank

of river) at 0315.9 This should put the assault ccnpanies in position approxcian

mately thirty minutes prior to daylight. This should also give the engineer

platoontin to disam the demolitions. With these two factors in mind, the

prec eding plan was adopted.

CONDUCT OF THE OPERATION

The approach march was conducted without incident and was undetected

by- theeny-Th gerillAgid m t.he bata-ion At.hAssmby-re
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yards south of the river.* It-was then necessary to change the route to the

attack position to avoid detection by the enemy warning post. This was done

with little loss of time, and a detail from the heavy weaipons company took

care of the enenw group after it was too late to give any wtarning.

The rifle craaniefs-reached the frr bank undetected, moving between the

enenrv positions guarding the north end of the bridges and a suspected posi-w

tion approx mtely 1,000 yards west of the bridges. This latter position

was found to be prepared but unoccupied., The two asisault comanies were in

position by 0430. The heavy weapons having been placed in position upon

arrival in the attack position, were ready to deliver their supporting fires

by 0345.

The engineer platoon, having discovered no trip wires on bridge No. 1,

began infiltrating across at the prescribed time. They succeeded in getting

the section of machine guns in position to cover disarming and removal of

the demolitlons. The deac-ithions had been disarrd# and the threeman team

waa in the process of reovig out of the aerial bombs when the enemy sud-

denly decided something was as and began spraying the bridges with machine

gun fire from positions in the near edge of town. This was the signal every-*

body had hoped would not be given, but had expected., The exact locations of

the enenvr weapons cover:ing the bridges were easily picked up. They were

momentarily silenced by our heazvy machine guns located on the south bank of

the river, firing at a range of approximately 12W0 yards. This fire was not

very M efetie a ndaheenew peed-ir0 aA in.Hverby hist.nth
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thoseo particul ar posittona which allowed the engineers to withdraw across

the river.

The assault was launched upon signal and the assaulting COMPanes

overran the surprised and disorganized enemy; and shortly after dawn, the

town and two bridges (intact) were in our hands. While the enemy was etifl

demoralized, the, attack continued. aganst the high pround caanding the

town* .The objective -of. the. right company was honsy.combed with cavs 1s

giving the enewm -mair protection and ecflont fields of atually support-w

Ing fire. It was necessary to seal up each cave entrance. W1ith diret

105 r_= cannon fire from the right flank, and assistance by fire frnm the left

,ccxrarw' (which had gained its objective ;drith little resiistance), the assautt

teams (a Tiaw, thrower team, demolition team1 automatic rifle teara, a&-nd

several rifsxe)were able to york their way up to- each cave entrance and

oa pletely des troy the occupantis. This was a very slow process., and it was,

not until2160 that this objective was sc0ured,

T"he roaaiufne platoon1 ass igmd the miss ion of reconnoitering

the road eastt as far as, Nagilian, was augxmnted by a platoon of infantry,

ore section of lighit taWsiand- an artillery forward, observer. The cannon

and infantry platoon1-asnod the mission of clearing- the casetal highway

leadingr to the north, was not changed. Then ~two gPspuhod out ishortlyv

after 1000 .on the l18th and1  ncuneing Mraflisolated groups of cne~s

completesd their missions by nightfall.

Theontireopeatinwnt .ccoding af t pant. ThnghSajrac mrc
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move by a reinforced battalion in sinjle -file, and the accor,anying mnnuver

which included crossing, a atrea r rrxixastely 400 yards wvide to secure the

two bridges, the enemyV was surprised., The extent of the suiccess of ti-s

nigjit operation is reflected in the casualty totals for the battle. Energq

casualties were 284 killed, one captured. Oar casualties -were th-ree killed,

three wounded.

CON4CLUSIONS

1. A well-planned night operation is less costly in lives, equipment,

supplies, and time than are similar daylight operations.

2. Terrain is one of the most irportant factors affecting7 the success

of night operations.

3. Valuable in1forjaation of enemyno strength, dispositions, and hiabits

can be obtained by the employmnent of night reconnaissance parties.

4. Friendly activity,, both day andi night,.must be carefully planned

and strictly controfled to avoid tipping your hand to the enem..

5. Thorougvh recmnnai"ssance,. detailed planning, and thorough briefing

of all loaders are essential. Reconnaissance wfll often be limited to a

study~ of the rnap or an aerial photograph, or to a long-range visual recon-

naissance from an observation post. The value of an aerial reconnaissance

by as manty of the subordinate leaders as possible, must not b,-e overlooked,

6. Training doctraineas presently rrtaugh, s oud;AdIel aul

and other training material on night operations adequately cover th;.:, subject.

r7. rpe onr l n cordiw 4natio n^ ' n of lan don +to plato+r~~ onleelis
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8. The plan for the defense of the objective, to include patrolling

forward of the objective after capture, mast be worked out in detail before

the attack.- The who, what,, where, when,4 and how canhot be ignored. Defenew

civ. fires mst be planned to box in the objective in the event of a counter-w

attack.

9. Manuvers should be avoided if possible; however,, with detailed

plannings, thorough briefing, and a dependable couinication system,, plus

strong leaders and a few resolute and determined men in the-lead, the usual

fire and maneuver can be successfully emloyed.

10. Orders must be simpl, concise,' and absolutelyv clear. All leaders

imet know the objective, direction of attaekformtion, exact mission,

sal%4. for assault, action in case the enenW is not surprised, location. of

rallying points, action upon carrying the position, and! means of identify.'

ing friendly troops.

f.0All troops should be thoroughly trained in all aspects of night

comat. In the future, we may epet night operations to be aeccvxnonplace

as dqy operationsl* Therefore. in order to be able to successfully employ

the tnhna of night oembat, we uzst eapasmis. night operations In out

future training po'm It is desirable that, in any future conflict,, we

have units as thoroughly trained in night combat as in combat by day.s To

aaeomlish this, troops mast train marq hours under blackout conditions and

mist participte in all possible comiations of cabined arm in night oper-

atins.TaksinantyAtley n ngnesAs rintgteec
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tion an nicht operatione. "Every man in combat, whether he be a combat

soldier in the front lines or a mertber of a service unit in the rear arsaa,

must be trained and mentally prepared Ifor night operations.", 6 "UEveryone

wmust be iraprescd iiith the fact thlat, first of afllie Is a soldier" and as

such, he rmat vave the necessary training and intestinal fortitude to pick

up a weapon of de-struction and close with the enenv7 and capture or destroy

12. Finafly, as in moat successful operations, simplicity is the key-m

note o

6. USAFF Boird Report No. 230 B, 9 June '45,

7. Ibid.


